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Warning
Much of this is now outdated because RcScan was followed by SimpleScan that is simpler and
better. And even used in research. Still, we maintain this text because if you can read this...
SimpleScan will be easy!
Joris

Introduction
RcScan is a text based communication aid with synthetic speech that may be used with switches,
mouse, keyboard or eye-gaze. It is intended for reading people with feeble or absent voice due to
disease, many of whom can not use an ordinary keyboard.
RcScan communicates results of several years of research and development and allows to try things
out. It is intended as a simple alternative to more ambitious aids, as a cheap do-it-yourself thing, and
to try out voicing text with synthetic speech. This manual tries to walk you through the main points,
it is not complete.
We intended to make RcScan simple to use, easy to learn, presenting well on screens of any size
and multi-lingual. We hope it has value for students of OT (Occupational Therapy) and SLP
(Speech Language Therapy), for researchers, for some PALS (PALS = Patients with Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis) and for some reading patients with cerebral palsy and with motor aphasia and for
their friends, families and care givers. Previous versions of Windows are served by
www.depratendecomputer.nl/rcscanbeveiligd.zip just unpack, double click RcScan and activate as
demo.
Text prediction, abbreviation expansion and stored text are intended to speed up and RcScan offers
several scanning techniques and encoding. For switch access to all of Windows consider SAW at
acecentre.org.uk/special-access-to-windows. A free alternative is VirtualKeyboard, that can also
support head tracking with a camera.

Starting up
Figure 1 and Figure 2 are sometimes shown on the first startup but are often skipped if RcScan can
guess your language. Users select a language by clicking in the blue rectangle in Figure 2 and may
do this later too.

Figure 1.

Start up of RcScan.

Figure 2.

Opening screen.

If we click English we see Figure 3 with an English voice selected. We may select other installed
voices and may adapt its properties volume and loudness. RcScan will propose an English speaking
voice if you select English for the interface.

Figure 3.

Selecting a language.

If in Figure 3 we click Ready and then enter “

hi ”, we should see something like Figure 4.

Figure 4.

Scanning screen with alphabet (or scanning matrix).

On top of Figure 4 we see in the middle Language: English to indicate that the interface language
and the text prediction are English. In the empty first column of the alphabet, sometimes called a
scanning matrix, Figure 4 shows a blue focus. If we point the mouse on the greenish background
and click the right mouse button, the focus will move to the right. After a pause Space will be
selected and may repeat text entered previously.
Clicking the left mouse button moves the focus downwards. The pause starts at 340 milliseconds in
Figure 4, shown in the caption of the form, but can be adapted from 100 milliseconds to several
seconds after clicking Properties. There we may also set text prediction.

Figure 5. After clicking on e, or giving keyboard e, the focus moved to the origin and a
character e is added to the edit line.
Text prediction did start up and a jump property was set, almost hidden from view by the macro
expansion e = each. Clicking Left Right will also select “e” as the focus will move first Down then
Right and will be over “e”. The contents of the scanning matrix are mostly self evident, Del1 to
Del3 delete misspelled words from the prediction list and F1 to F3 change the edit line in the sense
that F1 voices it, F2 shifts to the left and F3 deletes the last word.

Setting properties
When we click on Properties we see Figure 6.

Figure 6.

Options panel. Text prediction is set. One leaves this context with Alphabet or X.

If we click on the checkbox called Alternating Scanning on the left, more is shown just below, see
Figure 7.

Figure 7.

Alternating Scanning. The signs /\, \/, < and > allow to influence the size of RcScan
by clicking.

If in Figure 6 we click Presentation we see Figure 8.

Figure 8.

After clicking on Presentation several labels appear that allow to adjust colors, fonts
and the size of our alphabet (or scanning matrix).

If in Figure 8 we change Color of alphabet to yellow and set Numbers high in Alphabet in Figure
6, Figure 5 presents as Figure 9.

Figure 9. The first suggestion, “eat ”, is now selected with 1, just one click on Right.
Alternating Scanning uses but a single switch, the direction toggles in time and can be used with
two switches also, or with touch panels, making it slightly more effective at the cost of more visual
attention.
\/ Accepts, when checked, implies that we first select the correct row, then select the correct
column. We may then wait a bit or accept with Down, indicated as \/ and usually bound to the Right
mouse button. The focus is moved downwards first, and as in the first column it cannot accept
anything we may pause a bit there. When for example in Figure 9 we press Left Left, pause a bit,
then Right Right, the focus is on f. We can now either wait or select f immediately with Left. With
long pause times this property speeds up.
\/ On 1st jumps to 4th row does not combine with the previous property and allows to select the
character o in Figure 5 with Right Right Left. To select the character f we must give Left Right
Right.

Customizing

Figure 10.

After clicking on Maintenance in Figure 6 two buttons explain things and four
allow to edit macros (abbreviations) and items of the text prediction.

Presentation on screen can be customized in detail by button Presentation in Figure 6. It adapts to
resizing of the form and to different screen formats and scaling factors. Texts may be customized

with the Maintenance Button in Figure 6 and this includes dialect words. Captions can be adapted,
in DataRcScan\customizing.

Text Prediction and Abbreviation Expansion
When text prediction is set, 1 to 4 speak it. Figure 11 shows word macros are presented just below.

Figure 11.

After ‘wh’ the text prediction suggests texts with ‘wh’ and a word macro ‘wh
what ’.

In Figure 11, ‘wh ’ is expanded into ‘what ’ and will be voiced. Also, ‘what ’ is selected by 4 and
by 5. In the upper list, more recently used text is presented above not yet selected words. To change
word macros the best method is to edit them with Maintenance or Figure 10. We may also click
Right in Figure 11 on an unwanted word macro to delete it or click on the label marked xx beside it.
With property Remember text spoken by F1, such texts are given priority if one enters the first
characters of every word. ‘wdym’ will suggest ‘what do you mean’, assuming this text was recently
voiced. This reduces the need for word macros that do speed up but have to be remembered, like the
character macros.
This function allows to grow a vocabulary slowly, as it should. Phrases one wants to forget are
deleted like words that are in the prediction list, by Del1 to Del3. Also Backspace effects a search.
When one enters “friend ” followed by BackSpace, text prediction will be populated by all stored
phrases that contain “friend ”.

Encoding
In Figure 12, ..-- means b. When we put the mouse on the panel called RMB, and click the right
mouse button (so RMB) short short long long pause this will start up text prediction with “b”.
Likewise will [[]] or ArrowLeft ArrowLeft ArrowRight ArrowRight with a keyboard. ArrowDown
will select from the text prediction, as a long hold in RMB.

Figure 12. After checking Alternative Code in Figure 6 can be accessed with either three
touch pads, two switches or one, when the mouse is positioned on label RMB.
Long hold with the right mouse button also allows to select from the text prediction. Items are
colored and selected on release. Long hold may be preceded too. .._ with _ a long hold will start at
the third alternative. This can be combined with scanning, Right Right Long Right will select the 4th
alternative in text prediction. When no code is entered, the third touch panel in figure 12 (A, equal
to keyboard backslash or \) also selects from text prediction.
People who consider to try encoding to access the internet and other Windows software might
inform into Darci 2 and Tandem, two encoding devices that emulate a keyboard and mouse. Firms
like AbleNet offer special switches for AAC. One may use the hardware shown in Pctures 1 to 3.

Picture 1. A sticker obstructs the light source and transforms a Bluetooth mouse into two
Bluetooth switches.

Picture 2. An affordable PC-Stick may turn a television into a speaking communication aid.

Picture 3. Input gear either wireless or Blue Tooth, much more is available at low cost.

Other Scanning Techniques
When we select Passive Scanning, the 9th option from above in Figure 5, a button appears that is
leftmost in Figure 13. This indicates we must press this button for Passive Scanning, or move the
mouse on the button just below it, but not press elsewhere. The same applies for the two rightmost
buttons in Figure 13, when Alternative Code is activated, and they must also be clicked with the
Right Mouse Button because it can be held, indicated by &. We may of course use the Left mouse
button if we want, but here to hold has different effects, so we can not select Long holding it.

Figure 13. Buttons for Passive Scanning, for Alternative Code with a single switch and for
Mixed Scanning.
A second window shows all text recently voiced, see Figure 14. To see this window, some mousing
may be needed. The q-command q-repeat speaks it.

Figure 14.

Window with text spoken. ‘me ’ was repeated with a space, therefor presented twice.
There was an error with ‘ia’, no big deal. Such lines may be clicked and voiced.

As to the macros we like to use frequent words with emotional overtones. So ‘w why ‘ rather
than ‘w we ’. ‘b best ’ or ‘b be ’ rather than ‘b ’ = ‘become ’. ‘bc ’ = ‘because ’. ‘become ’ will
be suggested by text prediction after ‘bc’. Also we want to remember character macros by their
first character. They can be adapted individually by maintenance or by q-change-char-macro,
see Figure 15.
Figure 15. Character macros on the left. ‘each ’ is bound to ‘e ’,
character ‘e’ and a space.

Mouse Swipes
We also implemented selection with mouse swipes by labels that issue a dit
or a dash, or issue an arrow key, when the mousepointer moves over them.
The pause is lengthened when the mouse (or some headtracking setup)
moves and we have accept labels too, see Figure 16 and Figure 17.

Figure 16. Wah-wah selection allows to combine several clicks in a single swipe and shows a
swipe-cross too. A means accept either a code or from the text prediction likewise for
the cross.

Figure 17. String-switch selection may be effected with a mouse or with headtracking. Moving
to the left means a dit, and moving to the right means a dash with the yellow bands,
the brownish it is the opposite and the purple labels effect accept.

Figure 18. Stored text with q-commands allows to prepare a conversation.

Q-commands
Simple stored text is combined with q-commands like q-insert-1st. Entering “peter q-search ” will
search in the stored text for the next line with “peter”. However, the – key is not supported, and
things are more subtle yet. Figure 19 shows Maintenance > Stored text with a fifth line “let us have
some coffee”. To show it one must either press the + once or first select coffee then press qsearch.or enter it by text prediction. So one must know in advance if stored text on coffee is
available at all. Q-commands are bound to Function keys and are translated to other languages, see
Table 1.
F1 Speaks

F2 Shifts

F3 Deletes last word

F4 Shows properties

F5 Stops

F6 q-delete-1st

F7 q-delete-4th

F8 q-insert-1st

F9 q-insert-4th

F10 q-search

F11 q-scroll-up

F12 q-scroll-down

Table 1. Meaning of function keys and q-commands..

Figure 19. Properties > Maintenance > Stored text.
Most fonts may be changed, Figure 20 kind of overdoes it.

Figure 20. Using some more Fonts available with Windows 10.

Figure 21. With larger screens extra panels are visible that allow to encode despite
seeing a scan matrix.

Synthetic Speech
I all goes well, you have audio and also hear speech. You can set the voice in a menu, but this
voice comes from a language installed on your Windows 10 computer. Sometimes you have to
install one, use Settings > Region and language > Adding a language and we may click Options
Speech download. for voices like Elsa (Italian) or Hortense (French). You can also purchase a voice
at specialised firms like Cereproc. Free speech exists, Espeak or Orpheus Basic, with lesser quality
but with an impressive range of languages.

Stored Speech
It is possible to use stored speech by voice banking. When one ticks the checkbox in Figure 3,
wav- files if present in DataRcScan/wavsdir will be given priority over synthetic speech. Some are
built in, even with an empty wavsdir directory “a b c ahooga rrring oooo ” is voiced and can be
quite amusing. No wavs are currently present but you can add your own. If a file called
beethoven.wav is in DataRcScan\wavdirs\englishwavs, the checkbox in Figure 3 is checked, and
you select “beethoven” with text prediction, this file is played back.
Voice banking is more work than one would expect but can be fun, as when names of next of kin
are stored. The relevant directories are created on install, englishwavs, dutchwavs and so forth and
are in Desktop\DataRcScan\wavdirs. Cheap recording software is available in the Windows Store
with apps like Voice Record.
One may record a song and call it “jane.wav”, store it in DataRcScan\wavdirs\englishwavs, set the
property in Figure 3 and surprise the girl. Record a hundred words and hear the other words with
standard synthetic speech or record just a few names of family and of character abbreviations, as to
record and store is rather time consuming. Voice cloning is affordable and web-based for English, at
www.cereproc.com. On www.depratendecomputer.nl/voicebanking.html some wav files are

available.

Adding a Language
To add text prediction RcScan we may use Other. If in Figure 5 first select Language and Other.
Then with Maintenance paste content from Google translate or some such tool in the edit memos
activated by Edit other words and Edit recent words and perhaps Edit character macros. As to the
interface, Table 2 offers an overview, all help improve the situation is appreciated and we even will
pay small amounts.
Quality

Captions

Text
prediction

Macros

Help
function

Addresses

Dutch

Acceptable

Dutch

Dutch

Many

Dutch

Dutch

English

Acceptable

English

English

Many

English

English

French

Acceptable

French

French

Some

French

French

German

Few errors

German

German

Few

German

German

Italian

Acceptable

Italian

Italian

Few

English

Italian

Portuguese Few errors

Portuguese Portuguese

Few

English

Portuguese

Spanish

Few errors

Spanish

Spanish

Few

Spanish

Spanish

Swedish

Few errors

Swedish

Swedish

Few

English

Swedish

Table 2. Localization.

Known bugs
When you set speaak characters, select one and click on the macro presentation box, the focus
moves downwards, with adverse effects if also vertical numerals are set.
When you scale the display a lot, fonts may end up smallish. If so, either use the Restart Option or
Normalise in Presentation. Either adapt fonts for labels, checkboxes and so on.
We wellcome all other bug reports, would be amazed to read none. And will as a rule work on them
for future releases that are automatically updated.
The option On Mouse Over does not combine well with either scanning or keyboard and starts with
a series of three “spontaneous” selections, for technical reasons. Also it only works on the scanning
matrix.

Assigning left and right (mouse button) to switches
Some swithces can not be assigned to left and right mouse button and/or do not accept long hold.
For these cases use [ = Left ] = Right \ = Accept.

Thanks to
RcScan was preceded by long years of research and development. This was not easy, though we

had fun too. Picture 4 shows a pause when testing stored text in activity therapy while playing chess
assisted by a speaking frog. Typically we also used our own voices, or gestured, and kept changing
texts intended for re-use, including jokes and advice.

Picture 4. Among other things, we tested if stored text can support activities such as playing
chess.
In implementing RcScan we much profited from the Delphi Ide by Embarcadero and research was
also facilitated by Mathematica from Wolfram. Besides we studied the field of AAC as well as
several others and are indebted to countless friends, care givers, researchers and test subjects who
shared valuable time and advice usually with no or extremely meagre compensation. The default
recent wordlist is based on Balandin Iacono, 1995.
We gratefully acknowledge the help of, in no particular order:
Annie Verrips, Arnoud Verrips, Armelle Verrips, Petra Sleeman, Mente, Tessa, Astrid en Jelmer Nauta, Sandra
van der Meijden, Jack van Dillewijn, Sem van der Pol, Marjan Sipma Flokstra, David Frankenhuizen, Kelly
Boden, Maarten Wang, Gerrit van der Veer, Piet van Blokland, Vianney de Jong, Huub Creemers, Marije Bolt,
Maurice Sloots, Anne Baker, Piet Borst, Renee van Wijk, Esther Parigger, Terry McKee, Dirk Lembregts, David
Colven, Simon Judge, John Paulin, Päivi Majaranta, Heidi Koester, Pim Levelt, Julius Deutsch, Horabail
Venkatagiri, John Todman (deceased in 2008), Allaert Troost, Riemer Reimsma, Joyce Hes, Martien van den
Ouwelant, Frank Voorhuis, ScottMcKenzie, Norman Alm, Annalu Waller. Gert Jan Laan, Laurens Hoekstra
(deceased 2009), Clovis van Hirtum, Susan Balandin, Jefferey Higginbotham, Thomas King (deceased 2003),
Joost van den Broek, Ben van Mastbergen, Erik Brouwer.
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